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Connecticut
VOL 10, No.1

NEW LONDON,

SERVICE LEAtUE
ENTERTAINS.
Social Introduces Freshmen.
The Service League
Freshmen

reception

on 'Vednesdy
evening at 8 o'clock.
The usual endeavor to get acquainted
was the program for the evening.
In
order to make the process easier everyone wore her name "pinned on" and
short speeches were given by the presidents and heads of the various student organizations In college, acquaintthe type of ac-

tivity each organization pursued.
Emily Warner, president of Service
League, welcomed '28 and introduced
each speaker in turn.
Grace Ward,
President
of the Athletic Association,
reserved most of her speech for the
following day, when she addl'essed the
Freshman class in the Interest of A. A.
Charlotte Beckwith, Editor-in-Chief
of the College "SCIOli". in a few words
asked for aid [rom 1928 for the life 01'
the NCICR, which she rep or-ted as fast
dying from want of new blood.
Alice Barrett, President of t~e DI:amatte Club, and last year's Edttoi--fnChief of the "Quarterly," spoke for both,
as a new editor for the Quarterly has
not been elected,
She 'told of the purpose and plan or the Dramatic Club and
invited all with a liking for dramatic
art to try ou t for playa, -and a.ll wf th,
a liking for literary art to write for
the Quarterly.
Alice Taylor,
President
of Press
Board,
spoke
of its
purpose
and
wide range
in reaching
newspapers
throughout the country with articles of
interest about Connecticut College, and
invited '28 to-tr-y out.
Constance Parker, president of Mandolin Club, and Dorothy Ward of Glee
Club, extended a cordial invitatio~ .to
all those with musical ability to JOIn,
and told of the joint Mandolin and Glee
Club concert in the spring, to which the
whole college looks forward.
Eileen Fowler protested the dryness
attributed
to Math Club meetings and
assured
everyone of a good time if
they were but interested.
Dr. Leib
appearing in the doorway at this opportune moment, in a few choice words
supported the President in her opinions.
Olga Gennert explained the purpose
of History Club and invited all to come,
the only requirement
being that one
is taking or has taken History
1-2.
This being a college requirement
for a
degree, the History Club should have a
full membership.
Helen Hood, president of Psychology
Club, told of the type of entertainment
presented at club meetings, which are
valuable as well as interesting, and invited all taking psychology to join.
Eleanor
Harriman,
president
of
Spanish Club, Olive Hulbert o~ French
Club, and Gertrude Koetter of German
Club, Invited all interested
in those
languages to come to meetings.
Dancing and refreshments
furthered
acquaintance-making.
Each class welcomed '28 with an original song, followed by the Alma Mater, in which all
joined.
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was held in the gymnasium

ing the freshmen with

College News

Watch This Space
Faculty Announcements Made.
Twelve New Members Added.
With
the opening
of Connecticut
Coilege for 1924-25, twelve new faculty
members have taken up their work. The
first new member we greet is Mary
Kendr-ick Benedict, A. B., Vassal'; Ph.D.
Yale University;
M. -·D., The John
Hopkins Medical School. Doctor Benedict was instructor
in the Missouri
State
Normal
School, Warrensburg,
Missouri; President of Sweet Briar Col
leg~, Virginia, for sixteen years; Interne Belleview Hospital,
New York
City; Associate Director of Hygiene,
Hampton tnettrute, Hampton, vtrgtnta:
and Associate Physician Ring Sanatorium, Arlington Heights, Massachusetts.
Doctor Bene-diet is a mem bel' of the
Massachusetts
Medical Society and of
the
American
'Medical
Association.
Co nnectfcuj College Is most fortunate
to have Doctor Benedict here, and we
cordially welcome her as Dean of the
Students and Resident Physician.
Dur-ing the absence of Miss Mary McKee, the Chemistry
Department
has
a new assistant professor of chemistry,
Laura Tuttle Cannon, A. B., Vassar;
Ph.D. Yaie University;
and Instructor in Chemistry, Wells College, Aurora,
Naw York.'
The French
department
welcomes
Leonie J. Setchanove, A. B., La Sorbonne; Licenciee ea Lettres, Geneva,
SWitzerland;
Docteurs es Lettres, de
L'Universite
de Parfa , and head of
French Department,
Whittier
College,
Whittier, California.
Dr. Setchanove
has published
several
books, among
them "La Vie de Rauce," and "Best
French Comedies for the School Stage."
The Assistant Professor of Psvcbotogy,' Philosophy
and Education
is
Frederick J. Shields, A. B., Pasadena
University;
A. M., University of California;
Ed. M., Harvard
Graduate
School of Education.
Doctor Shields
has been Dean and Professor of Psychology at Northwest
Nazarene
College, Nampa, Idaho, and President and
Professor of Education and Philosophy
at Eastern Nazarene College, 'wottas .
ton, Massachusetts.
When we gO to the library for the
latest editions, we meet Lavina Stewart, A. B., Carroll College; WIsconsin
Library School; Reference, University
of North Dakota;
Cataloguer,
Univ_
sity ot Wyoming; Cataloguer, Grinnell
College; Librarian,
Grinnell College;
and the new Librarian and Instructor
of Library
Science, Connecticut
College.
Oont,ntud

on page ol, IlOlu"m 2,

OPEN COLLEGE.

High Standard Maintained.
'I'he series of concerts which Connectlcut
College is bringing to New
LondOn this fall and winter assures
the public In this vicinity
another
group of rare musical treats tUlly up
to the standard of those offered In the
first series four years ago and -matntalned through the past three years.
In sponsoring such an undertaking, the
college has made a splendid contrfbutlon to the life of the community.
The
Course Is 'becoming an institution and
the concerts
are eagerl:;- looked forward to by enuetc lovers from all the
surrounding
towns.
The series will open October 20th,
with the return
of our own New
York
Philharmonic
Orchestra-103
musicians with Mr. Van Hoogstraten
conducting.
So well acquainted
with
the glodous playing of the organization has the public become, it is unnecessary to extol it here. For this
concert, the committee nus engaged a
soloist to appeal' with the orchestra.
Mme. Elly Ney will play the Brahms
Concerto No.2, for piano and orchestra. In any circumstances
a great
pianist, Mme. Ney is at her best with
her husband conducting.
An older generation
win remember
Josef Hofmann, who as a. young pianist
winning his spurs, was introduced to
New London by Mr, George Brown.
When he comes again November 18th,
we shall have the man and his art
grown mature.
Today he is a giant in
the tmratcat world, tha master utantst
in his class.
Rosa Poncelle, Prima Donna, Soprano of the Metropolitan
Opera Oo., will
give the third concert, January
22n£1.
It almost
bewilders one to view the
rise of this young singer rapidly approaching
the zenith of her career.
Born In Meriden! Conn., she has in a
comparatively
short time reached the
very top of her profession.
After an
ap peara ncs in Hartford
last season,
Tne Times of that city said she was
the central figure in the greatest ovation tendered to a singer in Hartford
for many a day.
The fourth and last concert of the
series, February
9th, will introduce
Pablo Oasais, the greatest
of living
violoncellists.
There will probably not
be another
opportunity
of hearing
Casals again In the near future because after this tour of America he
expects to go to Spain, where he is the
conductor of the Barcelona Symphony
Orchestra.
T,ickets for the COurse are on sale
now ·and niay be obtained up to and
including October 20th. It is advisable, however, to secure them prior to
the public sale which begins October
14th. Order blanks may be had at
Stan' Brothers,
or by application
to
Gerard E. Jensen at the college.

HAVE YOU NOTICED
IMPROVEMENTS?

THE

A college freshened, brightened, and
with certain of' the rough places made
smooth, greeted those returning
to it
last week. Grassy slopes, where not
long ago briers clambered over rocks;
a trim, substantial wall, where formerly a bank gradually dissolved Itself in
every passing rain; lighted pathways
where in other years we walked in
Oontilludea
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Connecticut

Convenes For Tenth
Year,

The formal assembly of Wednesday
morning, September 24th, officially began the new semester. The three lower
classes were already gathered in the
gymnasium when the academic procession of the faculty, led by the college
choir, and foHowed by the Senior class,
filed to their places. Dr. Kipp and Dr,
Dederer marshalled the proceseton.
The President took this first opportunity to introduce to the whole cotlege body Dr. Mary Kendrick Benedict, who is Dean of Students and College Phyafctan. Dr. Benedict answered
her introduction
in words of her newborn interest and concern in Connecticut College, Its alms and its achievements.
.Prestdent !Marshall then delivered a
definitive address on the Liberal College of Arts and Sciences.
Connecticut College purposes to be not a college of liberal arta and sciences, but a
liberal cotleae of arts and sciences,
which is an entirely different type of
institution.
"College is a study
of
human expression
and retettonshfpa
and accomplishments,
a study of mail
and life.
It is a place to acquire and become confirmed In powers
of thought, appreciation, discrimination,
and judgment
The first and
constant
concern of the liberal college is that its students shall get a
survey, and understanding,
an intelligent annreclatton
of human HIe, and
learn
the
ways
a'nd capacities
of
man.
The liberal college by
prescription
Insures a study of life."
President
Marshall
here empbasteed
the fact that the well-balanced
study
of mankind
necessitated
many
required subjects
in the course.
The
Connecticut
program appreciates
this
tact in its list of requirements
for a
degree which includes literature,
history, economics, science, foreign language, physical education, and hygiene.
Thus the liberal college in general
is characterized.
But what
of the
liberal college for women?
President
Maruha.H continued to say that in a
liberal educational program for women,
more than the above could be regarded as necessary.
"Art, perhaps even
more than history, reveals a people's
life.
Art
whether
of form,
color, fabric, tone, or speech, is as
congenial to woman as all', light, and
beauty
Woman's
sphere may
indeed widen, but her glory and career
lies in the home. What goes into the
making of home can no [on gel' , be
omitted from the requirement
in the
education of women. Home as an institution, and art as an expression of
human feeling and aspiration,
are as
near to the center and soul of human
relationships as any field we can enter
and study.
During the college courses, it is advisable for the student
to ascend a
figurative
height,
and
revIew
her
learning wIth the purpose of COrrelating all the distinct studies Into one
great
whole which
may be called
Knowledge.
''If such correlation cannot be made, the curriculum is simply
not right.
A student's life and
her
usefulness
and
happiness
is
dependent on her correlation and coContinued on Jlaull 3, column t.
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plays

about

such commonplaces

as second teeth, spools, and bags, coloring and weaving tales tbat make us
gasp with delight.
The tale of the
Spool Family, who Inhabitated tbe scrap
basket. brought first and eager stillness-and
then a thrill" of glee as the
Mammy Spool, too lean and angular
to be a really true Mammy, was flung
to the floor because she told First-andSecond-Samuel tbat a Bogie Man existed The stories chanted from the lips of
Robin fiUed the Butketey auditorulm
with an aura of play and love-for
it
was love which prompted the telling
and a love in the child-hearts
which
responded.
TO matter
what we as grown-ups
think of Dugald Walker's performance
he brought to the children color and
tancy and understanding.
They love
him
and judge
him
according
to
childish standards-Which,
though we
oftentimes
underrate
them-c-are
singularly wise and true.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE
HELD AT SILVER BAY.

The annual eastern Y. W. C. A. conference at Silver Bay, Lake George,
New York, proved as alluring as usual
this year. As a result a delegation of
ASSISTANT BUSINESS ~IANAGER
Helen Lehman
'27
twenty represented
C. C. there, where
for ten days they met the representaFACULTY ADVISOR
Henry W. Lawrence, Jr.
tives of other New England
colleges,
and discussed with them college problems and college life In general.
Dr. A. Bruce Curry, Jr., of the BibWELCOME.
lical Seminary in New York City, and
To the members of the class of 1928
Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin of the Madwe give our right bands in fellowship,
Ison Avenue Presbyertertan Church,
as we welcome you into our adventurNew York CIty, led the conference,
ous experience of work and play here
thinkIng along the lines of Chrtsuar,
on this hllltop.
We greet you not beLiving.
This subject
was taken up
cause you are Freshmen
and the enwith special reference to its Importance
tering class, but more particularly
beon the college campus.
The conference
cause you are now our fellow-explorers,
was divided Into many small groups,
fellow-workers,
and fellow-playmates.
where Dr. Curry's and Dr. Coffin's serThe few class distinctions
and privmons were discussed.
In this way
ileges which we traditionally
observe
everyone
was able to have an acttvo
are but superficial and do not blight the
part, and much benefit was derived
fundamental
spirit
'Of comradeship
from this intercollegiate
exchange of
which unites us in our quest.
The alopinIon. Other groups known as "Prolowances made to upper ciasemen are
ject Groups," discussed
Inter-nattcnal
bestowed by virtue of their longer exand interracial
problems
as well as
perience.
Seniors take unto themselves
those of an essentially religious nature.
special privileges, and Sophomores inIn addition to this Mr. Kf t-by Page and
itiate-all
in the spirit of fun. From
Mr. James A, Mc.Donald spoke on the
their side of the fence, the under eraseundesirability
of war, and expressed
men and Freshmen step back in a spirit
hope for possible
world fellowship.
of equally good sportsmanshIp.
There was a conference discussion as
But there are no limitations put upon
to the possibilities
of The Fellowship
Freshmen
in their search for knowlof Youth for Peace Movement, wrtn
edge and truth.
Here we meet on
general opinion In favor of supporting
equal ground.
Knowledge of life Is as
it. Another matter of importance was
accessible to the class of 1928 as it is to
the Student
Friendship
Fund, which
the class of 1925. Understanding
is for
was presented
by Mr. David Lowry,
aU of us, Individually and collectively,
who has been with the Student Friend1J' we can but find it.
ship Fund
in Russia
for the past
Our outlook over the tree-tops to the
several years.
river and ocean beyond Is ever exbtrThe social life of the conference was
irating
and Inspiring.
Its value is
equally
interesting
and
broadening.
doubled for us when we can share it
There were organized athletics, as well
with the newcomers who have elected
as many hikes to Sunrise Mountain and
to join us.
other places of interest.
The music
----was a very vital part of the conference,
as all delegations took part, and entered
DUGALD STEW ART
the Prize Song Contst, which was won
WALKER,
THE FAIRY
by Cornell.
C. C. took an active part
TALE MAN.
in the conference.
Rosamond Beebe
was runner
up in the tennis tournaA darkened room, row after row of
ment, and Connecticut College came in
chndieh faces eagerly upturned to tbe
second in the swimming meet.
lighted stage, where framed In brown
velvet curtains
with a back-drop
of
cherry trees made out of "nothing at
all," stood-Robin,
believer in fairies
and idol of those who never want to
President
Marshall Rests.
grow up; vulgarly
known as Dugald
President
Marshall's
summer,
alStewart
Walker,
artist,
writer,
and
though somewhat concerned with colphilosopher.
The children of Charter
lege affairs, was more nearly a comHouse, however,
know him only as
plete change and rest than ever before.
Robin, who lives in the little brown
The greater
part of the vacation the
house under the hill, and love htm as
President passed at hIs camp at Sunathe grown-up
who sees fairies.
No
pee Lake, New Hampshire.
During the
matter what the personal idea of each
last of August
he joined the I92nd
of us is concerning the fairy folk there
Field Artillery,
Connecticut
National
are few among us who wtll not admit
Guards, for a short time at Camp Eusthat Mr. Walker understands,
externtace, Virginia.
President
Marshall
Is
ally, at least, the child manner and
the swift, swallow-like
changes of his
chaplaIn to tbis unit of the natinoal
guards.
moods. With lightening
dexterity his
nUSniESS
Dorothy
Margaret

iUAXAGER
\Vigmore
Fowler '26

Doings of the FacuIty,

COLLEGE

NEWS

Or. nad Mrs. Wells Vacation in
New Hampshire.
Dr. John EdwIn Wells, head of the
English Department,
and Mrs. Wells,
spent August and part of September In
the White Mountains, at Jackson, N. H.
As well as playing during the three
months' vacauon, Dr. wens has been
working and bas finished the edition of
Thackeray's
"Round-About
Papers"
which are to be published by Harcourt,
Brace & Company, of New York, probably before Thanksgiving.
Dr. Wells
also worked on the edition of two
Middle English sermons of which he
owns the origInal manuscripts.
M iss Crosby Enjoyed Europe.
Miss Ruth Crosby. of the English
Department, returned to C. C. this fall
atter spending her vacation in England,
Scotland,
and
on
the
Continent.
She spent some time in the lake region
of Italy,
in
Switzerland,
Holland,
France and Belgium, visiting the battle
ttetds of Belgium. In connection with
her visit to the battle fields, which Included Ypres and DIxmute, Miss Crosby comments
upon
the marvelous
rapidIty with which the devastated regions have been built up again. Although there are no trees left standing, village after vlltage has been rebu11t and made over untn it has become inhabitable.
The weeks spent in England
and
Scotland proved most enjoyable.
Miss
Crosby speaks of the charming
variety of English scenery, ranging from
green fields and meadows to mountains,
mines, and sections of almost desertlike wasteland.
She visited many of
the literary places of England.
Dr. Lawrence Rests.
Dr. Lawrence
writes the following
report of his summer activities:
"Attended
sessions
of Democratic
National Convention In New York City
during
the
first
half
of summer.
Spent the latter half In recupera.ting
from thiS experience, which included,
at its worst, fourteen hours in a single
day spent In Madison Square Garden.
Spent August and part of September
I
in Boston, studying
in the Harvard
and Boston Public Libraries.
Also did a considerable
amount of
gambling, but whether with losses or
with gains, shall not know till later
in the year. The gambling was in the
nature of betting on the presidential
election, in the following manner:
I have long believed that our present
electoral
system, and especially
our
Electoral College, Is an archaic ·and inadequate contrivance, badly In need of
reconstruction;
.so I wrote a series of
articles on this subject, apropos of the
more or less probable deadlock in the
coming presidential
election.
If this
deadlock actually comes to pass, the
great American public will be mildly
curious to know what's the matter and
what to do about it. Some of the-n
may even be willing to read those articles of mine. That's what I'm gambUng on; and the Metropolitan Newspaper Service, of New York City, is
backlng me to the extent of trying to
market the articles.
Early in the summer a few brief articles on the presidential
nominating
conventions were published for me by
New England newspapers.
Several
pseudonymous
articles
regarding the teaching profession are sun
poised above a couple of editorIal
waste-baskets.
A very restful summer."
Dr. Roach Studies.
Miss Roach spent part of her summer at Cambridge, Mass., writing an
arttcte based on a part of her Doctor's thesis.
This is being written for
publication
In some Historical, Pol itteal or EconomIc Journal, and the subject Is, "Sectionalism In American Politics from the Reconstruction
Period to
1890."

Miss Dotta

Works fer- World's Postal
Congress.
xrtss Datta spent her summer in Europe, and the greater part of it in Stockholm. Here, during July and August,
ene acted as official Interpreter
and
translator for the eight World's Postal
Congress.
This office she has performed before. The cetebranton of the
fiftieth anniversary
of the foundation
of the 'wor-ld's Postal Union, held at
the same time in the city, added much
to the interest of her stay there. The
time that she did not spend in this way
was used in visiting
relatives
and
friends In Paris, Switzerland and Italy.
Mr. Bauer Plays at Concerts.
Except for a short trip to Boston, Mr.
Bauer spent the most of his summer in
New London. He was interested
in
work with Mrs. Arthur Wood, the wife
of Col. Arthur 'wood, and Mrs. John
G. Rogers, the wife of ..:Tohn Gamdle
Rogers, the architect of Harkness Memorial at Yale. Both of these women
are excellen t singers and assisted Mr.
Bauer In presenting weekly concerts at
Black Point.
Mr. Selden Works at Painting.
Mr. Selden was most industrious
throughout the entire summer.
Busily
painting In the White Mountains,
he
passed an uneventful but pleasant vacation.
Miss Sherer Tours Europe.
Miss Sherer spent a very delightful
summer in Europe.
The first two
weeks of the trip were passed in Ita.ly,
where
she visited
Milan, Cremona,
Manturla.
Venice and Florence.
Af tera brief stay In Par-Is, Miss Sherer and
two members of last year's Senior Class
went on to the Scandinavian countries,
stopping in Copenhagen
for about a
month.
Professor Pinol Teaches.
During the summer Professor Pinal
was a member of the Spanish Department of Columbia -University.
At a reg uf'ar meeting of the Senior
Class, Grace Demarest was elected secretary.
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fancy plays about such commonplaces
as second teeth, spools, and bags, coloring and weaving tales that make us
gasp with delight.
The tale at the
Spool Family. who inhabltated the scrap
basket, brought first and eager stiUness-and
then a tnrttr of glee as the
Mammy Spool, tOO lean and angular
to be a really true Mammy. was flung
to the floor because she told First-andgeccnd-Samuet that a Bogie Man exrsred The stories chanted from the lips of
Robin filled the Bulkeley auditoruim
with an aura of play and love-for
It
was love which prompted tbe telling
and a 100'e in the child-bearts
which
responded.
No matter what we as grown-ups
think of Dugald watkere performance
he brought to the children color and
fancy and understanding.
They love
him
and
judge
hIm according
to
cnudtstr standards-whlch,
though we
ortenumes underrate
them-c-are
stngularly wise and true.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE
HELD AT SILVER BAY.

COLLEGE

NEWS

Or, nad

Mrs. Wells Vacation
in
New Hampshire.
Dr. John Edwin Wells, head of the
English Department,
and Mrs. Wells.
spent August and part of September in
tbe wbtte Mountains, at Jackson, N. H.
As well as playing during the three
montbs' vacation, Dr. 'wens has been
working and has finished the edItion of
Thackeray's
"Round-About
Papers"
which are to be publ1shed by Harcourt,
Brace & Company, of New York, probably before Thanksgiving.
Dr. Wells
also worked on the edition of two
Middle English sermons of which he
owns the original manuscrrpts .
Miss Crosby Enjoyed
Europe.
Miss Ruth Crosby, of the English
Department, returned to C. C. this fall
after spendIng her vacation in England,
Scotland,
and
on
the
Continent.
She spent some time in the lake region
of Italy,
In SWitzerland,
Holland,
France and Belgium, visiting the battle
6elds of Belgium. In connection with
her visit to the battle fields, which Included Ypres and Dixmute, Miss Crosby comments
upon
the marvelous
rapIdity with which the devastated regions have been built up again. Although there are no trees left standing. village after village has been rebum and made over until it has become Inhabitable.
The weeks spent in England
and
Scotland proved most enjoyable.
Miss
Crosby speaks of the charming
variety of English scenery, ranging from
green fields and meadows to mountains,
mines, and sections of almost desertlike wasteland.
She vrsned many of
the literary places of England.

The annual eastern Y. W. C. A. conference at Silver Bay, Lake George,
New York, proved as alluring as usual
this year. As a result a delegation of
ASSlSTAK'l' nUSINESS
MANAGER
Helen Lehman '27
twenty represented
C. C. there, where
for ten days they met the representaFACULTY ADVISOR
Henry W. Lawrence, Jr.
tives of other New England colleges,
and discussed with them college problems and college ure in general.
Dr. A. Bruce Curry, Jr., of the BibWELCOME.
lical Seminary in New York City, and
To the members of the class of 1928
Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin of the Madwe give our right hands in fellowship,
ison Avenue Preabyer terfan
Church,
as we welcome you Into our adventurNew York City, led the conference,
ous experience of work and play here
thinking along the lines of Ohrranan
on this hilltop.
We greet you not beLiving.
ThIs subject was taken up
cause you are Freshmen
and the enDr. Lawrence
Rests.
with special reference to its Importance
tering class, but more particularly
beDr. Lawrence
writes the following
on the college campus.
The conference
cause you are now our fellow-explorers,
report of his summer activities:
was divIded into many smal1 groups,
fellow-workers,
and fellow-playmates.
"Attended
sessions
of Democratic
where Dr. Curry's and Dr. Coffin's serThe few class distinctions
and prtvNational Convention in New York City
mons were discussed.
In this way
neaes which we traditionally
observe
during
the
first
half
of summer
everyone
was able to have an active
are but superficial and do not blight the
Spent the latter half In recuperating
part, and much benefit was derived
fundamental
spirit
'Of comradeship
from this experience. which included,
from thIs intercollegiate
exchange of
which unites us in our quest.
The alopinion.
Other groups known as "Proat its worst, fourteen hours in a single
lowances made to upper ctasamen are
day spent in Madison Square Garden
ject Groups," dtscusaed internattonar
bestowed by virtue of their longer exSpent August and part of September
and interracial
problems as well as
perience.
Seniors take unto themselves
in Boston, studying
in the Harvard
those of an essentially reIJgious nature.
special privileges, and Sophomores inand Boston Publlc Libraries.
In addition to this Mr. Kirby Page and
itiate-aIl
in the spirit of fun. From
Mr. James A, Mc.Donald spoke on the
Also did a considerable
amount of
thefr side of the fence, the under crassgambling, but whether with losses or
undesirabilIty
of war. and expressed
men and Freshmen step back in a spirit
with gains. shall not know till later
hope for poeatbte
world fellowship.
of equally good sportsmanship.
ln the year. The gambling was In the
There was a conference discussion as
But there are no limitations put upon
nature of betting on the presidential
to the possibilities
of The Fellowship
Freshmen
in their search for knowlelectf on, in the following manner:
of Youth for Peace Movement, with
edge and truth.
Here we meet on
I have long believed that our present
general opinion In favor of supporting
equal ground.
Knowledge of life is as
electoral
system, and espec1aIly our
it. Another matter of importance was
accessible to the class of 1928 as It is to
Electoral College, is an archaic ·and inthe Student
FrIendship
Fund, which
the class, of 1925. Understanding
is for
adequate contrivance, badly in need of
was presented
by Mr. David Lowry,
all of us, indivIdually
and collectively,
reconstruction;
so I wrote a series of
who has been wIth the Student Friendif we can but find It.
articles on thIs subject, apropos of the
ship Fund
in RussIa for the past
Our outlook over the tree-tops to the
. more or less probable deadlock in the
several years.
river and ocean beyond is ever exbttcoming presidential
election.
If this
The social ttre of the conference was
irating
and inspiring.
Its value is
deadlock actually comes to pass, the
equally
interesting
and
broadening.
doubled for us when we can share it
great American public w11l be mildly
There were organized athletics, as well
with the newcomers who have elected
curious to know what's the marter :J.nd
as many hikes to SunrIse Mountain and
to join us.
what to do about It. Some of th.arn
other places of interest.
The musIc
----may even be willing to read those arwas a very vital part of the conference,
ticles of mine. That's what I'm gamas all delegations took part, and entered
DUGALD STEWART
bling on;' and the Metropolitan Newsthe Prize Song Contst, whIch was Wah
WALKER,
THE FAIRY
paper Service, of New York City:, is
by Cornell.
C. C. took an active part
TALE MAN.
backing me to the extent of trying to
in the conference.
Rosamond Beebe
market the articles.
was runner up In the tennis tournaA darkened
room, row after row of
Early in the summer a few brIef ar~
ment, and Connecticut College came ln
chilqish faces eagerly upturned to the
tlcles on the presidential
nominating
second in the swimming meet.
Hghted stage, where framed in brown
conventlons were pubilshed for me by
velvet curtains
wIth a back~drop of
New England newspapers.
cherry trees made out of "nothing at
Several
pseudonymous
arUcles reall," stood-Robin,
believer in fairies
gardlng the teaching profession are still
and idol of those who never want to
President
Marshall
Rests.
poised above a couple of editorial
grow up; vulgarly known as Dugald
waste- baskets.
Presfdent
Marshall's
summer,
alStewart
Walker,
artist,
wrlter,
and
A very restful summe~."
though somewhat concerned with colphilosopher.
The children of Charter
lege affairs, was more nearly a comHouse, however,
know him only as
Dr. Roacn Studies.
plete change and rest than· ever before.
RobIn, who lives in the little brown
The greater part of the vacation the
Miss Roach spent part of her sumhouse under the hill, and love him as
President passed at his camp at Sunamer at Cambridge, Mass., writing an
the grown-.up who sees faIries.
No
pee Lake, New HampshIre.
During the
article based on a part of her Docmatter what the personal idea of each
last of August
he joined the 192nd
tor's thesis. This is being written for
of us Is concerning the fairy folk there
Field Artlllery,
Connecticut
National
publication
in some Historical, Politare tew among us who will not admit
Guards, for a short timo at Camp Eusthat Mr, Walker understands,
externical or Economic Journal, and the subtace, Virginia.
PresIdent
Marshall is
ally, at least, the child manner and
ject is, "Sectionallsm in American Polthe swift, swallow-like
changes of hIs
chaplain to this unIt of the natinoal
itics from the Reconstruction
Period to
guards.
moods. With lightening
dexterity his
1890."
DVSIXESS )(AXAGER
Dorothy \Vlgmore
Margaret
Fowler '26

Doings of the FacuIty.

Miss

Dotta

Works for World's
Postal
Congress.
xrtss Datta spent her summer in Europe, and the greater part of it in Stockholm. Here, during July and August,
«he acted as official interpreter
and
translator for the eight World's Postal
Congress.
This office she has performed before. The cetebranton of the
fiftieth annIversary
of the foundation
of the World's Postal Union, held at
the same time in the city, added much
to the interest of her stay t'here. The
time that she did not spend in this way
was used in visiting
relatives
and
friends In Paris, Switzerland and Italy.
Mr. Bauer Plays at Concerts.
Except for a short trip to Boston, Mr.
Bauer spent the most of his summer in
New London. He was interested
in
work with Mrs. Arthur Wood, the wIfe
of Col. Arthur Wood, and Mrs. John
G. Rogers, the wife of .John Gamdle
Rogers, the architect of Harkness Memorial at Yale. Both of these women
are excellent singers and assisted Mr.
Bauer in presenting weekly concerts at
Black Point.
Mr. Selden Works at Painting.
Mr. Selden was most industrious
throughout the entire summer.
Busily
painting in the White MountaIns, he
passed an uneventful but pleasant vacation.
Miss Sherer Tours Europe.
Miss Sherer spent a very delightful
summer in Europe.
The first two
weeks of the trip were passed in Italy,
where she visited
Milan, Cremona,
Manturia.
Venice and Florence.
Arter
a brief stay in Paris, Miss Sherer and
two members of last year's Senior Class
went on to the Scandinavian countries.
stopping in Copenhagen for about a
month.
Pr ofe ssor- Pinal Teaches.
During the summer Professor Pinol
was a member of the Spanish Department of Columbia University.
At a regutar meeting of "the Senior
Class, Grace Demarest was elected secretary.
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fanc)' plays about such commonplaces
as second teeth, spools, and bags, coloring and weaving tales that make us
gasp With dettgfn.
The We of the
Spool Pamlty, who inhabitated the scrap
basket,
brought first and eager stiUness-and
then a thrill or glee as the
Mamm)' Spool, too lean and angular
to be a really true :Mammy, was flung
to the floor because she told First-andSecond-Samuei that a Bogie Man existed The stories chanted from the lips of
Robin filled the Bulkeley auditoruim
with an aura of play and love--for it
was love which prompted the telling
and a love In the child-hearts
which
responded.
No matter
what we as grown-ups
think of Dugald watker's performance
he brought to the children color and
fancy and understanding.
They love
him and
judge
him
according
to
childish' standards-which,
though we
oftentimes
underrate
them-are
singularly wise and true,

ANNUAL CONFERENCE
HELD AT SILVER BAY.

COLLEGE
Dr, nad

Mrs. Wells Vacation
in
New Hampshire.
Dr. John Edwin Wells, head of the
English Department,
and Mrs. Wells,
spent August and part of September in
the White Mountains, at Jackson, N. H.
As wen as playing during the three
months' vacation, Dr. 'Veils has been
working and has finished the edition of
Thackeray's
"Round-About
Papers"
which are to be published by Harcourt,
Brace & Company. of New York, probably before Thanksgiving.
Dr. Wells
also worked on the edition of two
Middle English sermons of which he
owns the original manuecrtrns.
Miss Crosby Enjoyed
Europe.
Miss Ruth Crosby, of the English
Department, returned to C. C. this fall
after spending her vacation In England,
Scotland,
and
on
the
Continent.
She spent some time In the lake region
of Italy,
in Switzerland,
Holland,
France and Belgium, visiting the battle
(lelds of Belgium. In connection with
ber vtstt to the battle fields, which Included Ypres and Df xrnu te, Miss Crosby comments
upon
the marvelous
rapIdity with which the devastated regions have been built up again. ALthough there are no trees left standing, village after village has been rebuilt and made over until it has become Inhabllable.
The weeks spent in England
and
Scotland proved most enjoyable.
Miss
Crosby speaks of the charming
variety of EngUsh scenery, ranging from
green fields and meadows to mountains,
mines, and sections of almost desertlike wasteland.
She visited many of
the literary places of England.

The annual eastern Y. W. C. A. conference at SHver Bay, Lake George,
Margaret Fowler '26
New York, proved as alluring as usual
ASSISTANT nUSIXESS
MANAGER
this year. As a result a delegation of
Helen Lehman
'27
twenty represented
C, C. there, where
for ten days they met the representaFACULTY ADVISOR
Henry W. Lawrence,
Jr.
tives of other New England colleges,
a.nd discussed with them college problems and college life in general.
Dr. A. Bruce Curry, Jr., of the BibWELCOME.
lical Seminary in New York City, and
To the members- of the class of 1928
Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin of the Madwe give our rJ,ght hands in fellowship,
ison Avenue Presbyer terfan Church,
as we welcome you into our adventurNew York City, led the conference,
OUB experience
of work and play here
thinking along the lines of Chr-Iattan
on this hIlltop. We greet you not beLIving.
This subject was taken up
cause you are Freshmen
and the enDr. Lawrence
Rests.
with special reference to its Importance
tering class, but more particularly
beDr. Lawrence writes the following
on the college campus.
The conference
cause you are now our fellow-explorers,
report of his summer activities:
was divided into many small groups,
fellow-workers,
and fellow-playmates.
"Attended
sessions
of Democratic
where Dr. Curry's and Dr. Coffin's serThe few class distinctions
and privNational Convention in New York City
mons were discussed.
In this way
ileges which we traditionally
observe
during
the first
half
of summer.
everyone
was able to have an active
are but superficial and do not blight the
Spent the tatter half in recuperating
part, and much benefit was derived
fundamental
spirit
of
comradeship
from this experience, which included,
from this intercollegiate
exchange of
which unites us in our quest.
The alat its worst, fourteen hours in a single
opinion.
Other groups known as "Prolowances made to upper ctaeernen are
day spent In Madison Square Garden.
ject Groups," discussed
Internatronat
bestowed by virtue of their longer exSpent August and part of September
and Intert-actat
problems as well as
perience.
Seniors take unto themselves
in Boston, studying
in the Harvard
those of an essentially religious nature.
special privileges, and Sophomores inand Boston Public Libraries.
In addition to this Mr. Kirby Page and
itiate-ail
in the spirit of fun. From
Also dId a considerable
amount of
Mr. James A, Mo'Do nald spoke on the
their side of the fence, the under ctaesgambllng, but whether with losses or
undesirability
of war, and expressed
men and Freshmen step back in a spirit
wt th gains, shall not know till later
hope fer- possible world fellowship.
of equally good sportsmanship.
In the year. The gambling was in the
There was a conference discussion as
But there are no limitations put upon
nature of betting on the presidential
to the possibilities
of The Fellowship
Freshmen
in their search for knowlelection, In the following manner:
of Youth for Peace Movement, with
edge and truth.
Here we meet on
I have long believed that our present
general opinion in favor of supporting
equal ground.
Knowledge of life is as
electoral
system, and especially
our
it. Another matter of importance
was
accessible to the class of 1928 as it is to
Electoral College, is an archaic 'and inthe Student
Friendship
Fund, which
the class- of 1925. Understanding
Is for
adequate contrivance, badly in need of
was presented
by Mr. DavId Lowry,
all of us, individually and collectively,
reconstruction;
so I wrote a series of
who has been with the Student Friendif we can but find it.
articles on thja subject, apropos of the
ship Fund
in Russia
for the past
Our outlook over the tree- tops to the
. more or less probable deadlock in the
several years.
r-Iver and ocean beyond is ever exhllcoming presidential
election.
If this
The social ure of the conference was
Iratfng and inspiring.
Its value is
deadlock actually comes to p:1.SS,the
equally
interesting
and
broadening.
doubled for us when we can share it.
great American publlc will be mildly
There were organized athletics, as well
with the newcomers who have elected
curious to know what's the matter and
as many hikes to Sunrise Mountain and
to join us.
what to do about it. Some of the-n
other places of interest.
The mustc
may even be willing to read those arwas a very vital part of the conference,
ticles of mine. That's what I'm gamas all delegations took part, and entered
DUGALD STEW ART
bling on;' and the Metropolitan Newsthe Prize Song Contst, which was won
WALKER,
THE FAIRY
paper gervtce, of New York City, is
by Cornell.
C. C. took an active part
TALE MAN.
backing me to the extent of trying to
in the conference.
Rosamond Beebe
market the articles.
was runner up in the tennis tournaA darkened
room, row after row of
Early in the summer a few brief arment, and Connecticut Colleg-e came in
chudtsti faces eagerly upturned to the
ticles on the presidentIal
nominating
second in the swimming meet.
lighted stage, where framed in brown
conventions were pu blfahed for me by
velvet curtains
with a back-drop
of
New England newspapers.
cherry trees made out of "nothing at
Several
pseudonymous
articles
reall," stood-Robin,
believer in fairies
garding the teaching profession are still
and idol of those who never want to
poised above a couple of editorIal
President
Marshall
Rests.
grow up: vulgarly known as Dugald
waste- baskets.
President
Marshall's
summer,
alStewart
Walker,
artist,
writer,
and
A very restful summer."
though somewhat concerned with colphilosopher.
The children of Charter
lege affaIrs, was more nearly a comHouse, however,
know him only as
Dr, Roach Studies,
plete change and rest than ever before.
Robin, who lives In the little brown
Miss Roach spent part of her sumThe greater part of .the vacation the
house under the hill, and love him as
mer at Cambridge, Mass., writing an
President passed at his camp at Sunathe grown-up
who sees fairies.
No
pee Lake, New Hampshire.
During the
article baaed on a part of her Docmatter what the personal idea of each
last of August
he joined the 192nd
tor'afhests. This is being written for
of us Is concerning the fairy folk there
Field Artillery,
Connecticut
National
publication
in some Historical, Politare few among us who will not admit
Guards. for a short time at Camp Eusthat Mr. Walker understands,
externical or Economic Journal, and the subtace, Virginia.
President
Marshall is
ally, at least, the chUd manner and
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Doings of the FacuIty.

,

NEWS
Miss

Dotta

Works for World's
Congress,

Postal

xnss Datta spent her summer in Europe, and the greater part of it in Stockholm. Here, during July and August,
«he acted as official Interpreter
and
translator for the eight World's Postal
Congress.
This office she has performed before. The cetebrartton of the
fiftieth anniversary
of the foundation
of the World's Postal Union, held at
the same time in the city, added much
to the interest of her stay t'here.
The
time that she did not spend in this way
was
used in visiting
relatives
and
friends in Paris, Switzerland and Italy.
Mr. Bauer Plays at Concerts.
Except for a short trip to Boston, Mr.
Bauer spent the most of his summer in
New London. He was interested
in
work with Mrs. Arthur Wood, the wife
of Col. Arthur Wood, and Mrs. John
G. Rogel's, the wife of .Tohn Gamdle
Rogers, the architect of Harkness Memorial at Yale. Both of these women
are excellent singers and assisted Mr.
Bauer in presenting weekly concerts at
Black Point.
Mr. Selden Works at Painting,
Mr. Selden was most industrious
throughout the entire summer.
Busily
painting in the White Mountains,
he
passed an uneventful but pleasant vacation.
Miss Sherer Tours Europe.
Miss Sherer spent a very delightfUl
summer in Europe.
'I'he first two
weeks of the trip were passed in Italy,
where she visited
Milan, Oremona.
Manturia.
Venice and Florence.
After
a brief stay in Paris, Miss Sherer and
two members of last year's Senior Class
went on to the Scandinavian countries,
stopping in Copenhagen far about a
month.
Professor
Pinol Teaches.
During the summer Professor Pinol
was a member of the Spanish Department of Columbia University.
At a regul'ar meeting of the Senior
Class, Grace Demarest was elected secretary.
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onward

Through the window I could see
Bright blue water, rocky landscape
And it all seemed strange to me.
Right behind

me I heard talking,
were college-

Guessed those girls

bound
But I didn't see their faces,
For I dared not look around,
Through
the
car.
the
brakeman's
shouting
Made me start and then turn chill,
For I heard tbe name--'''New
London-"
And I telt my heart stand stnt.
There I was upon the platform
In the midst of girls galore.
And I hurried 'round the station
For 1 could not find the door.
I was bound I'd ask no question
So I followed to the car

Other girls, who seemed acquainted,
whom I looked at trom alar.
As that little yellow dinky
Slowly climbed the long, long hill
I saw the girls were poInting,
I looked and felt a thrill.
There upon a sunny hilltop
Stood. unshaded by a tree,
Great,
grey buttdlnga,
staunch
chilly
That was all that I could see.

and

As I neared I seemed to pIcture
Other campuses I knew
This one seemed so bare and lonely
Could it possibly be true?
Then I saw the WIde, blue river,
Saw the sun upon the sound,
Saw the distant fields and woodlands
Miles of stone walls a ll around.
Saw the lovely casement windows
And the ivy on the walls,
The green 'grass and the curbatonee:
Then I felt why "C. C." calls.
In some way my Ju nlcr found una
And by then I was so shorn
Of wl ta, that when I registered
I forgot when I was born!
All day long I hurried
From one teacher to the next
The more I went, the more I round
That I was all perplexed.
Crowds
Filled
I met a
But I

of laughing, kissing creatures
the halls and campus, too.
lot 'of people
don't remember who,

Then I found my room and roommate
SiHmt creature, scared as I
With a funny Eastern accent
And a twinkle in her eye.
Oh, I felt I'd love this campus
And that there would never be
Any college fine as this one
On the hill and by the sea.
EXERCISES
OPENS
COLLEGE.
Concluded/rom PGoe I, eolumn 4.
ordination in practical fashion of wh'at
she has done and learned."
The President
concluded with the
following picture of the work and the
result of the liberal college:
"A college
whose fields are sown in honor, in love
of truth. In passion for learning,
in
reverence for the things 01' the mind,
and where the toilers go daily to their
tasks in the high and expectant
joy
which apprectettcn,
co-operation,
and
loyalty unite to produce, is a liberal
college, and the harvest in fine minds,
sound bodies, right sptrtte, and noble
women, will be abundant."

CIRCULATING
LIBRARY
FEATURE,

A

Since September
16th New London
has been able to boast or a new and
unique book- store.
Miss Mary Royce
Crawford
and Miss Florence R. Gritr:lt h, formed)'
ot the library stat! at
Connecticut College, have opened "The
Bookshop, Inc." at 56 MaIn Street.
Here, at last. is a place where one
can look over and browse among books
of all kinds and descriptions.
The
children's department will relieve many
minds sorely perplexed with the task
or choosing reading material tor the
youngest generaUon.
Here, too, the
most discriminating
will find novel
cards, gi1'ts, aplets (do you know what
they are?), and stationery.
This week the books in the circulating library are starting
OUt on their
rounds-new
books fresh from the publishers.
The p rfnctpa l window display
is an exhibit or books 01'the sea, novels
and etortea 01' maritime
travel and
adventure.
If one is addicted to the Cross Word
Puzzle habit one wUl find great delight in picking the next vial from the
frieze of Cross Word Puzzle Books in
the window. The doors are always
open to college girls.

Daghlian's

Experiments
with
Radio.
The first part of Mr. Daghllan's vacation was spent at Niantic. where the
National Guard was stationed.
After
making some very interesting radio experiments there, Mr. Daghllan returned
to his home. where he thoroughly enjoyed 'himself taking care of bra garden.
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ALL KINDS OF
FRESHMEN MEETINGS
BEGIN.
On Wednesday, September 24, at five
o'clock, the first Freshmen meeting was
held in the gymnasium.
Miss Sara
Crawford,
President
of the Student
Government Association, presided and
introduced
President
Marshall,
who
gave a most interesting
address
11.
which he stressed the point that the Incoming class must give the very best
of ttsetr to Connecticut
College. The
Freshmen were told that the pace at
college was SWift, and that the best
way to adapt themselves to it was to
regulate
their
lives by planning
a
schedule for the twenty-four
hours of
each day. So much time must be given
to sleeping, eating, playing and working. according to the individual's need
President
Marshall kindly asked any
g-lt-I to go to hIm in case she needed
help or advice in regulaUng her college
life.
When Miss Crawford
spoke after
President Marshall. she ompb astzed this
point, and added that anyone who was
In need or advice was welcome in the
president's
office. She
asked
each
Freshman to sign on the bulletin board
for a ten minute interview the 1'ollowIng- week when she might personally
meet every new student.
The class or
1928 was very much pleased to be so
cordially welcomed into the life at Connecticut Colleg e.
'

CHAPEL

Mr.

MISS FLORENCE CANFIELD

NEW BOOKSHOP APPEARS.

FIRST DAY.

was moving

Miss Lovell in California.
Miss Lovell spent her vacation at
the Unjveralty of CaJifornla, Berkeley.
She took a course of graduate work in
the gecretartai Department.
On her
way home she stopped several times
to visit relatives and friends.

Mr •. Weld Motors.
An automobile trip of 1800 miles was
the big event in Mr. Weld's summer'
vacation.
He visited many points of
tnteeeet on his trip, chief among .tnem,
the Big Woods, between Paul Smith
'and Pottsda.m.
These Big Woods- are
42 miles 01' marvelous growth of dense
forest.
For the entire 42 miles, however, there is an excellent macadam
road, which adds immensely
to the
pleasure of the tourists.
Mr. Weld's
itinerary
was as follows: the White
Mountains,
Quebec.
Montreal.
Lake
Champlain, Whl te Face Mountain. Lake
Placid, Saranac, Paul Smith. the Big
Woods, Pottsdam, Watertown and Syracuse.
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A FRESH MAN'S FI RST DAY.
As the train was moving onward
Through the window I could see
Bright blue water, rocky landscape
And It all seemed strange to me.
Right behInd me I heard talking,
Guessed those girls
were collegebound
But I didn't see their faces,
For I dared not look around.
Through
the
car,
the
brakeman's
shouting
Made me start and then turn chill,
For I heard the name--'''New
Lendon-c-"

And I felt my heart
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There I was upon the platform
In the midst of girls galore,
And I hurried 'round the station
For I could not find the door.
I was bound I'd ask no questtcn
So I followed to the car
Other girls, who seemed acquainted,
Whom I looked at from afar.
As that little yellow dinky
Slowly climbed the long, long hUl
I saw the gIrls were pointing,
I looked and felt a thrill.
There upon a sunny hilltop
Stood, unshaded by a tree,
Great,
grey buildings,
staunch
chilly
That was all that I could see.

and

As I neared I seemed to picture
Other campuses I knew
This one seemed so bare and lonely
Could it possibly be true?
Then I saw the wide, blue river,
Saw the sun upon the sound,
Saw the distant fields and woodlands
Miles of stone walls all around.
Saw the lovely casement windows
And the ivy on the walls,
The green 'grass and the curbstones;
Then I felt why "C. C." calls.
In some way my Junior found ene
And by then I was so shorn
Of wiLs, that when I regfeter-ed
I forgot when I was born!
All day long I hurried
.
From one teacher to the next
'Ehe more I went, the more I found
'I'hat I was all perplexed.
Crowds
Filled
I met a
But I

of laughing, ktaatng creatures
the halls and campus, too.
lot 'of people
don't remember who.

Then I found my room and roommate
Silent creature, scared as I
With a funny Eastern accent
And a twinkle in her eye.
Oh, I felt I'd love this campus
Antl that there would never be
Any college fine as this one
On the hlll and by the .aea.
EXERCISES OPENS
COLLEGE.
Concluded from paue I, wlumn'.
ordination in pr-actical fashion of wh'at
she ttaa done and learned."
The President
concluded with the
following picture of the work and the
result of the liberal college:
"A college
whose fields are sown in honor, in love
of truth, in passion for learning,
in
reverence for the things of the mind,
and where the toilers go daily to their
tasks in the high and expectant
joy
which appreciation,
co- operation, and
loyalty unite to produce, is a l1beral
college, and the harvest in fine minds,
sound bodies, right spirits, and noble
women, will be abundant."

NEW BOOKSHOP APPEARS.
CIRCULATING
LIBRARY
FEATURE.

A

Since September 16th New London
has been able to boast of a new and
unique book-store.
Miss Mary Royce
Cr-awford and Miss Florence R. Griffith, rormertv of the library start at
Connecticut College, have opened "The
Bookshop, Inc." at 56 Main Street.
Here, at last, is a place where one
can look over and browse among books
of all kinds and descriptions.
The
children's department w11lrelieve many
minds sorely perplexed with the task
of choosIng reading material for the
youngest
generation.
Here, too, the
most discriminating
wm find novel
cards, gifts, aptets (do you know what
they are?), and stationery.
Thts week the books In the circulating Ubrary are starting OUt on their
rounds-new
books fresh from the publishers.
The principal window display
is an exhIbit of books of the sea, novels
and atcr-tea of maritime
travel and
adventure.
It one Is addicted to the Cross 'Word
Puzzle habit one wlll find great delight In picking the next vial from the
frieze of Cross Word Puzzle Books in
the window. The doors are always
open to college girls.

Experiments
with
Radio,
The first part of Mr. Daghlian's vacation was spent at Niantic, where the
National Guard was stationed.
After
making some very interesting radio experiments there, Mr. Daghlian returned
to his home, where he thoroughly enjoyed -htmself taking care of his garden.
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ALL KINDS OF
FRESHMEN MEETINGS
BEGIN.
On Wednesday, September 24, at five
o'clock, the first Freshmen meeting was
held In the gymnasIum.
Miss Sara
Crawford,
President
of the Student
Government Association, presided and
introduced
President
Marshall,
who
gave a most interesting
address
111
which he stressed the point that the incoming class must give the very best
of itself to Connecticut
College. The
Freshmen were told that the pace at
college was swift, and that the best
way to adapt themselves to it was to
regulate
their
lives by planning
a
schedule for the twentv-rour
hours of
each day. So much time must be given
to sleeping, eating, playing and wor-king, according to the individual's need.
President
Marshall kindly asked any
girl to go to him in case she needed
help or advice in regulating her college
life.
When Miss Crawford
spoke after
President Marshall, she emp ha.alzed this
point, and added that anyone who was
in need of advice was welcome in the
president's
office. She
asked
each
Freshman to sign on the bulletin board
tor a ten minute interview the following week when she might personally
meet every new student.
The class of
1928 was very much pleased to be so
cordially welcomed into the life at Connecticut College.
.

CHAPEL

Mr, Daghlian's

MISS FLORENCE CANFIELD

stand

COLLEGE NEWS

Miss Lovell in California.
Miss Lovell spent her vacation at
the University of CaJifornla, Berkeley.
She took a course of graduate work in
the Secretariat
Depar-tment.
On her
way home she stopped several times
to visit relatives and friends.
Mr.. Weld Motors.
An automobile trip of 1800 miles was
the big event in Mr. Weld's summer"
vacation.
He visited many points of
Inter-est on his trip, enter among them,
the Big woods,
between Paul Smith
. and Pottsda.m.
These Big Woods are
42 mlles of marvelous growth of dense
forest.
For the entire 42 miles, however, there Is an excellent macadam
road, which adds immensely
to the
pleasure of the tourists.
Mr. Weld's
Itinerary
was as follows: the White
Mountains,
Quebec, Montreal,
Lake
Champlain, White Face Mountain, Lake
Placid, Saranac. Paul Smith, the Big
Woods, Pottsdam, Watertown and Syr8;cuse.
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darkness, all serve to cna ke Connecticut
more
beautiful,
and
somewhat
sotten the inevitable crudeness of Ita
youth.

The campus already
nat ura l

charm
trees

beauty,

bas

and dignity
and

shrubs,

unrivalled
t"lken

on

more

a

new

of

of

these

are pmmlsed In the next few weeks
Improvements,
however,
have not
been confined to the exterior.
There is
a new vestibule on the lower floor of
New London Hall. All the hallways
and
the
offices there
have
been
cleaned, painted, and varnished.
Also
the campus dormitories
have undergone a complete or partial renovation.
The walls
and ceilings
of North,
Winthrop,
Blaek-stone.
Plant,
and
Branford,
have
received
attention
wherever it was particularly
needed.
Vinal Cottage
has been completed
with a new porch, and the gymnasium
has received necessary repairs.
Nor is the student body to be deprived of the stimulus of seeing further
work and Improvement progress before
its eyes. President
Marshall's
house
Is being repainted, and Colonial House
is growing day by day.
With its
foundations completed, it is taking on
substantial
form and promises to become an integral part of the college
equipment within the coming year.

ARTISTS'
Take Notice
Tryouts
for Art Editor of the
"NEWS"
begin October 13
Sign up on Bulletin 'Board
in New London Hall

Dr. Gallup Camps at Fort Adams.
Dr. Gallup spent the greater part of
the summer at the Citizens' MIlitary
Training Camp, at Fort Adams, N-e'Wport, R. 1. He was chaplain for the
entire camp, conducttna
all Sunday
services, and giving daily lectures 'on
citizenship.
A'panC from these more
apparent duties of a chaplain, he acted
in the capacity of athletic officer, recreation
officer, social and publicity
officer, and was as well, in constant
attendance
at the twelve-inch
guns.
He holds a commission as captain in
the Officers' Reserve Corp. After leaving camp, he spent one week hiking in
Maine.
Dr. Kip Follows Tennis Ball ..
After attending his class reunion at
Princeton. Dr. Kip drove his family to
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by. the addition
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- -fhe Paccno Lake Reserve, where they
camped ~urlng June and July. Dr. Kip
made severaf trips to New York to attend the National Singles Championshtp TennIs matches 3:t Forest Hills.
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The two vacancies in the Physical
Education department have been filled
by Grace Ruth Limcks, A. B., Mount
Holyoke; Central School of Hygiene
and Physical
Education;
Laboratory
Assistant
and Artist. Department
of
Genetics, Cold Springs Harbor, Long
Island;
Spot-ts
Councillor, Fresh Air
Camp for Children, Springfield, Massachusetts; and Assistant in Daily Vacation Bible School. Jersey City. The
second instructor
in Physical Education is Ruth Hill Wood, A. B.. Smith;
Posse-NisseIe
School of Physical Education; Camp Directors Ass'n, 1924;
Girl Scout Training
Course, Smith
College; Instructor
Tilton Seminary,
New Hampshire';
and Park
School,
Brookline, Massachusetts.
Instructors in Zoology for the coming
year are: Dorothy Elizabeth Williams,
A. B., Mount Holyoke; M. A., Unfveretty
of Wisconsin; Zoology Assistant, Mount
Holyoke; Biology Instructor, Converse
College, South Carolina; and Zoology
Assistant,
University
of Wisconsin;
Ruth Humphrey Ellis, A. E., Wellesley
College, 1924.
'
The secretarial
department
has a
new instructor
in secretarial
studies,
Ruth Evelyn Middleton, B. S., 1924,
Boston University.
In the busy Registrar's
Office, Mildred Eleanor
Carlen, Ph.B., Brown
University,
1924, te Ass-istant to the
Registrar, and in the Mathematics Department.

-----

Dr. Jensen

Spends Profitable
Summer.
Dr. Gerard Jensen, Mrs. Jensen, and
Gerard, Jr., spent the greater part of
the summer at their home On Pequot
Avenue, New London, -ewtmmins, gardening, and doing general housework,"
as Dr. Jensen puts It. With pardonable
pride he announces that he also read
every book he is going to ask his
classes to read this year; in fact, he
read a whole reserved shelf in the library.
Dr. Jensen also wrote a scholarly article, an unindentified eighteenth
century tract, which will appear shortly
in "Moder-n English Works."
Dr. Leib Answers
Questions.
During the last half of July, Dr. Leib
and his two sons, David and Amos.
toured New England in a Ford. While
on the trip,' they stopped several days
on Lake Champlain.
All the rest of the
summer, Dr. Leib spent here in college.
To quote his own expression. he was
"trying to make five hundred girls understand why they cound .not enter Connecticut College."

MRS. MARSHALL
ENTERTAIN.

WILL

Mrs. Marshall will be at home. to
faculty and students on the first and
third Fridays of each month from .october to June.
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